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JACOPO BENEDETTI

Jacopo Benedetti is a designer, a visual artist, a photographer and a terrible rock dancer.
Born in 1981, In Rome, professional associate, member and certified: 
- TAU Visual [National Association of Professional Photographers,Italy] 

- Nikon NPS [Nikon Professional service]

Quick learner, preposition for hard working, extrovert, versatile, strong on teamwork and in 
multicultural environments with a great sense of responsibility, sociable, eased to adapt to 

new situations; strong aiming to learn and increase personal knowledge.

A degree in Architecture and multimedia design.
A specialization in Design of Systems to MIUR [higher education and research].

He works as a freelance for various companies and private entities, to grow up knowledge, 
exprerience and skills, as a researcher and designer, through photography and graphics. He 

grows from self-taught in photography since before the PC.
Jacopo is infected about this world wide expression form, publishing on different italian 

magazines, and appear with some shots on National Geographic Ita and usa.
Always in love to shape, light, and spaces Jacopo is looking for the perfect balance between 

form and function; working, creating, thinking, drawing, cooking, watching, sleeping, tasting, 
reading, joking and photographing, that one always.
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YOUNG professional

DESIGNER in the soul

PHOTOGRAPHER in the heart

TIRELESS worker

DREAMER stubborn

MINIMALIST convinced

LOYAL of " less is more"

I LIVE of photography

  IN LOVE for the world

I LOVE my job 

I LOVE
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60% photo and graphic 

30% design

10% other



SKILLS

EDUCATION

CONTACT

MY  LEISURE?

EXP ERIENCE

2006
2010

2009
2012

2012
PRESENT

never mind

‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

19%

25%

21% 16%

19%

Rome> Architectural design, Layout
Rome > junior designer 2D/3D
Rome > graphic, video editing

Rome >  Industrial designer
London > Graphic, photographer

Trieste > Interior Designer
 Rome> Researcher and project 

Rome > Nikon NPS photographer
Rome > Tau Visual photographer

 Rome > Graphic, designer, Advisor project

yes, i can

everythingʼs ok, mate

a beast
PS

AI CR
PREMIERE

CAD

3DS
vRAY

SOLID
WORKS

THINK
DESIGN

EXEL
“COMIC 
SANS”

Degree [Architecture/class 4]
to Graphic and Multimedia design

Degree [MIUR]
in System Design

[Life]
Travel, photography, sport, friend, beer,movie,music,book

jacopobenedetti.com

nikonphotographers.it/iacopobenedetti

www

(www)
2

f

jacopo.benedetti@yahoo.it

facebook.com/JacopoBenedettiphotodesign

+393495795482

*I authorize the use of my personal records according to the Italian Data Protection Law currently in e�ect (D. Lgs.n.196/2003). 

Thyssenkrupp Italia S.P.A 
ISIDE Research Lab 

Architecture | Design Studio
Max Cavallo V8 studio video|graphic

Independent professional
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Il mondo è troppo grande per restare fermi.
world is too big to makes us stay.


